Red Oak Drive, Hayson Avenue, Silver Oak Drive, and Silver Oak Place – Green Infrastructure Project

PROGRESS AND LOOK-AHEAD:

- Work on Systems 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 15 has progressed with all underground components installed. These areas are currently being backfilled with aggregate and engineered soils. Once this is performed, landscaping activities can commence.
- Work on Systems 4, 12, 13, and 14 started in the past week and are in the initial phase of construction.
- Work on Systems 6, 10, and 11 will commence in the next week.
- Road restoration at System 7 has started and will be completed in the next week.
- The Contractor is consolidating their materials to limit any interruptions to the residents. As work on each system reaches completion, these areas will be cleaned.
- The Contractor and Construction Manager continue to review survey layouts and collect GPS coordinates for installed structures.
- The project is approximately 20% complete.
- The anticipated project completion date is December 2016, weather permitting.
- Questions? Please contact: Kyle Hood, PWSA Construction Project Manager (412) 497-2914 or kyle.hood@mottmac.com